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Introduction

With the ever-growing volume of web content, users have become overwhelmed with searching for
information. The semantic web purports to offer a solution to this challenge [BLHL01]. But exactly
how this solution will play out is still unclear.
It is clear, however, that ordinary users will not have the sophistication to use the semantic
web if they have to learn query languages or specialized service protocols. Ordinary users need a
simple interface, one with essentially no restrictions. Natural language—more precisely, ill-formed
natural language with no restriction on proper or complete sentence construction—is likely to be a
key way to simplify interaction for ordinary semantic web users.
To illustrate what we mean and to clarify our intentions, consider the following example. Figure 1 shows two ordinary, human-readable web pages for selling cars. The system we are proposing
can annotate these pages automatically with respect to a given ontology about car advertisements
and thus can convert them to semantic web pages in machine-readable form. Furthermore, the
system we are proposing can answer ordinary, natural-language text queries over semantic web
pages. Thus, assuming our annotation system had already created semantic web pages for the two
web pages in Figure 1, the query
Find me the price and mileage of all red Nissans - I want a 1990 or newer.
would yield the results in Figure 2. These results are actual answers to the query in the form
of a table. The table’s header attributes are the concept names from the given car-ads ontology,
restricted to those concepts mentioned in the query. In addition, there is always one additional
attribute, Source, whose entries are links back into the original document. When a user clicks on
the Car5 link, the Athens document in Figure 1 appears, except it is scrolled to the right place
and the information requested in the query is highlighted as Figure 3 shows.
To enable this vision, we must accomplish two objectives. We must (1) be able to automatically
annotate web pages with respect to an ontology and (2) provide a way for the system to answer
free-form1 queries. We base our approach to achieving both objectives on information-extraction
ontologies [ECJ+ 99]. Based on prior research results, we first explain in this proposal why this
vision is theoretically achievable. To make it practical, however, we must attain additional research
results that resolve several underlying technology issues. We thus next ask and propose answers to
the following questions: (1) Can we improve automatic web-page annotation? In practice, we must
be able to scale up to large-volume automatic web-page annotation. (2) Can we make extractionontology creation semi-automatic? To make our vision practical, we must reduce the burden of
manual ontology creation. (3) Can we improve query interpretation? To be practical, we must be
able to gain the trust of potential users by accurately converting their free-form requests to formal
queries. (4) Can we combine research results into semantic-web showcases? As a practical matter,
good showcase examples are needed to attract users.

2

Ontologies for Semantic Annotation

In semantic-web applications, ontologies describe formal semantics for applications, and thus make
information sharable and machine-understandable. The work of semantic annotation is, however,
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The modifier free-form is our term for “possibly ill-formed, natural language.”

Figure 1: Sample Car Ad Web Pages from Salt Lake City Weekly and Athens Banner-Herald Sites.

Figure 2: Query Results.

Figure 3: Query Results Source—Scrolled and Highlighted.
more than just knowledge representation. Semantic annotation applications must also establish
mappings between ontology concepts and data instances within documents so that these data
instances become sharable and machine-understandable. We briefly introduce extraction ontologies
in this section and show in the next section how they establish mappings between ontology concepts
and document data instances.
An extraction ontology specifies named sets of objects, which we call object sets or concepts,
and named sets of relationships among object sets, which we call relationship sets. Figure 4 shows
a graphical rendition of an extraction ontology for car advertisements. The extraction ontology
has two types of concepts: lexical (enclosed in dashed rectangles) and nonlexical (enclosed in solid
rectangles). A concept is lexical if its instances are indistinguishable from their representations.
Mileage is an example of a lexical concept because its instances (e.g. “117K” and “5,700”) represent
themselves. A concept is nonlexical if its instances are object identifiers, which represent real-world
objects. Car is an example of a nonlexical concept because its instances are identifiers such as, say,
“Car13”, which represents a particular car in the real world. An extraction ontology also provides

Figure 4: Graphical Component of an
Extraction Ontology

Figure 5: Sample Data Frames for Car
Ads Ontology.

for explicit concept instances (denoted as large black dots). We designate the main concept in an
extraction ontology by marking it with “->•” in the upper right corner, which denotes that the
object set Car becomes (“->”) an object instance (“•”) for a single car ad.
Figure 4 also shows relationship sets among concepts, represented by connecting lines, such as
the connecting line between Car and Year. The numbers near the connections between relationship
sets and object sets are participation constraints. Participation constraints give the minimum and
maximum participation of an object in an object set with respect to the connected relationship set.
For example, the 0:1 participation constraint on Car in the Car-Mileage relationship set denotes
that a car need not have a mileage in a car ad, but if it does, it has only one. A white triangle
defines a generalization/specialization relationship, with the generalization concept connected to
the apex of the triangle and one or more specialization concepts connected to its base. In Figure 4,
for example, Feature is a generalization of Engine and BodyType, among other concepts. The
white triangle can, of course, appear repeatedly, and thus we can have large ISA hierarchies in an
extraction ontology. A black triangle defines an aggregation with the super-part concept connected
to the apex of the triangle and the component-part concepts connected to its base. In Figure 4,
for example, ModelTrim is an aggregation of Model and Trim. Like ISA hierarchies, large PartOf
hierarchies are also possible.2
As a key feature of extraction ontologies, the concepts each have an associated data frame
[Emb80]. A data frame describes information about a concept—its external and internal representations, its contextual keywords or phrases that may indicate the presence of an instance of the
concept, operations that convert between internal and external representations, and other manipulation operations that can apply to instances of the concept along with contextual keywords or
phrases that indicate the applicability of an operation. Figure 5 shows sample (partial) data frames
for the concepts Price and Make in our ontology for car advertisements. As Figure 5 shows, we use
regular expressions to capture external representations. The Price data frame, for example, captures instances of this concept such as “$4500” and “17,900”. A data frame’s context keywords are
also regular expressions. The Price data frame in Figure 5, for example, includes context keywords
such as “asking” and “negotiable”. In the context of one of these keywords in a car ad, if a number
appears, it is likely that this number is a price. The operations of a data frame can manipulate
a concept’s instances. For example, the Price data frame includes the operation LessThan that
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Extraction ontologies have a formal foundation. As typically used, they are equivalent to the ALCN family of
description logics [BN03]. Logic processing is thus decidable had has reasonable computational complexity.

takes two instances of Price and returns a Boolean. The context keywords of an operation indicate
an operation’s applicability; context keywords such as “less than” and “<”, for example, apply
to the LessThan operation. Sometimes external representations are best described by lexicons or
other reference sets. These lexicons or reference sets are also regular expressions, often simple lists
of possible external representations, and can be used in place of or in combination with regular
expressions. In Figure 5, CarMake.lexicon is a lexicon of car makes, which would include, for
example, “Toyota”, “Honda”, and “Nissan” and potentially also misspellings (e.g. “Volkswagon”)
and abbreviations (e.g. “Chev” and “Chevy”).
We can apply an extraction ontology to obtain a structured representation of the unstructured
information in a relevant document. For example, given the car-ads extraction ontology and one
of the Nissan ads in Figure 1:
’93 NISSAN
Model XE, $900, Air Conditioning, new tires, sweet cherry red. For listings call 1-800-749-8104 ext. V896.
Fee(ucan)

we can extract “’93” as the Year, “NISSAN” as the Make, “XE” as the Model, “900” as the Price,
“red” as the Color, both “Air Conditioning” and “new tires” as Features with “Air Conditioning”
also being an Accessory, and “1-800-749-8104” as the PhoneNr. As part of the extraction, the
conversion routines in the data frames convert these extracted values to canonical internal representations, so that, for example, “’93” becomes the integer 1993 and “NISSAN” becomes the
string “Nissan”.

3

IE-Based Semantic Web Annotation

Information-extraction ontologies are well positioned to satisfy the requirements of semantic annotation. Not only do they provide the intentional-level semantics found in typical ontologies, but
they also provide the instance-recognition semantics needed to connect individual data items found
in ordinary web pages with the typical intentional-level semantics.
This approach stands in stark contrast to a typical automated semantic annotation paradigm
(e.g., the approaches in [ACMM03], [DEG+ 03], [HS02], [KPT+ 04], [MYR03], and [VVMD+ 02]),
which do not use extraction ontologies. Although results are encouraging for these automated
semantic annotators, the problem of post-extraction alignment remains as the “main drawback”
of current automated annotation approaches [KPT+ 04]. The authors of [KPT+ 04] suggest need
to integrate domain ontologies with extraction engines to solve the problem and propose this as a
direction for future work. Indeed, this is the approach we take.
To annotate a web page, we start by generating an OWL ontology from an extraction ontology.3
We then create an RDF data store for annotated data instances based on the domain declarations
defined in the OWL ontology. Figure 6 shows a portion of an annotation for the Athens web page
in Figure 1. When we annotate, we also cache a copy of the web page so that we can guarantee
that the instance position information is correct. In Figure 6, we first declare several namespaces of
referenced ontologies and web pages. Specifically, we include an ontos namespace, which provides
general system information, a namespace referencing the ontology we use for annotation (here
carad ), and a webpage namespace for the annotated web pages. For each car ad, we store its
3

We have, by the way, proposed an enrichment to OWL for instance-recognition semantics [DEL06]. Acceptance
of this proposal would allow us to write extraction ontologies directly in OWL and would thus obviate the need to
convert from our proprietary extraction ontology representation to OWL.

<rdf:RDF ... xmlns:ontos=“http://www.deg.byu.edu/ontology/ontosBasic#”
xmlns:carad=“http://www.deg.byu.edu/ontology/carad#”
xmlns:webpage=“http://www.deg.byu.edu/demos/...” ... >
...
<rdf:Description rdf:about=“&webpage;CarIns13”>
<carad:Mileage>117000</carad:Mileage>
<carad:Price>4500</carad:Price>
<carad:Make>Nissan</carad:Make>
<carad:Year>1993</carad:Year>
...
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about=“&webpage;Mileage13”>
<ontos:ValueInText>117K</ontos:ValueInText>
<ontos:CanonicalValue>117000</ontos:CanonicalValue>
<ontos:CanonicalDataType>xsd:integer</ontos:CanonicalDataype>
<ontos:CanonicalDisplayValue>117,000</ontos:CanonicalDisplayValue>
<ontos:Offset> 37733 </ontos:Offset>
</rdf:Description>
...
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 6: Annotation for Car Ads Web Page.
PREFIX carad: <http://www.deg.byu.edu/ontology/carad#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
SELECT ?price ?mileage ?color ?make ?year
WHERE OPTIONAL { ?x carad:Make ?make . FILTER (?make = “Nissan”) .
OPTIONAL {?x carad:Color ?color} . FILTER (?color = “red”) .
OPTIONAL {?x carad:Year ?year} . FILTER (xsd:integer(?year) >= 1990) .
}

Figure 7: SPARQL Query to Search an Annotated Web Page.
canonical data values with their respective attribute names. For a lexical concept, such as mileage
in Figure 6, we store its original value in the source text (117K ), its canonical internal value
(117000 ) and type (integer ), and its canonical display value (117,000 ). We use canonical internal
values (together with type information) in SPARQL queries and use canonical display values when
returning results to users (as in Figure 2). We also store offset values in the cached web page (e.g.
37733 is the actual offset of the extracted instance “117K”). The RDF document in Figure 6 fully
annotates the Athens web page in Figure 1. All of this is fully automated.

4

Querying Annotated Semantic Web Pages

Given an annotation in an RDF file, we can query the file and thus query the annotated web page.
Because we store information in an RDF file, we can use SPARQL to query the information directly.
Ordinary users, however, will not be able to write queries in SPARQL. We therefore argue that a
more user-friendly mechanism is needed and further show that information-extraction ontologies
give us a reasonable way to provide the needed user-friendly mechanism.
Figure 7 shows a SPARQL rendition of our sample query, “Find me the price and mileage of

all red Nissans - I want a 1990 or newer.” The query is written over the RDF file in Figure 6
that annotates the web page. The PREFIX clause associates a prefix label with an IRI [IRI].
The prefix label becomes a local namespace abbreviation for the address specified by the IRI.
The SELECT clause names the result variables. The WHERE clause checks conditions. The
keyword OPTIONAL allows the content to be unbound. Otherwise, however, any bound value must
satisfy the constraints in the corresponding FILTER clause. The reason we make our conditions
OPTIONAL is that optional elements might not be present in some of the records. Thus, as is the
case with the ordinary web, our semantic-web queries may return irrelevant results. For example,
suppose a car ad does not list the car’s color, but otherwise satisfies the user’s constraints. Rather
than miss a potential object of interest, we allow optional elements to be missing, and we return
the partial record with the query results.
For researchers and developers, SPARQL is a reasonable choice as a query language for the
semantic web. Few end users, however, will have the ability, patience, or interest to learn to write
SPARQL queries. A practical semantic-web query solution must be sufficiently expressive while
also being easy to use. We believe that, like current web search engines, semantic-web searches will
migrate to free-form text. Because it is impossible to execute free-form queries directly, mapping
from free-form queries to executable queries is necessary.
Our approach can be characterized as an information-extraction, ontology-based, natural-language-like approach. The essence of the idea is to (1) extract constants, keywords, and keyword
phrases in a free-form query; (2) find the ontology that matches best; and (3) embed the query
in the ontology yielding (3a) a join over the relationship-set paths connecting identified concepts,
(3b) a selection on identified constants modified by identified operators, and (3c) a projection on
mentioned concepts.4
Consider our running example, where the user specifies, “Find me the price and mileage of
all red Nissans - I want a 1990 or newer.” The extraction ontology from the available ontology
library that best matches this query is the car-ads ontology. When we apply our car-ads extraction
ontology to this free-form query, the highlighting in Figure 3 shows which parts of the request
the car-ads extraction ontology recognizes. We discover five mentioned concepts: P rice, M ileage,
Color, M ake, and Y ear. We also discover several restrictions. For string concepts we can test
equality. For our query we should have Color = red and M ake = N issan. For numeric concepts
we can test equality or ranges. Associated with each operator in a data frame are keywords or
phrases that indicate when the operator applies. In this case, “or newer” indicates ≥, so we should
have Year ≥ 1990. Given the annotated data (e.g. Figure 6) and the components of the query
recognized by the car-ads extraction ontology, we are able to form a SPARQL query. We apply
standard conditions and FILTER clauses to compose the query. Because web data is stored using
an open world assumption, we add OPTIONAL before each generated condition unless the ontology
requires mandatory participation.

5

Practical Considerations and Research Directions

Our proposed research focuses on answering the four enabling questions posed in the introduction.
1. Can we improve automatic web-page annotation?
2. Can we make extraction-ontology creation semi-automatic?
4

See [Vic06, AME07] for a full explanation. The theoretical underpinnings of this approach are found in the
“window functions” explained in [Mai83].

3. Can we improve query interpretation?
4. Can we combine research results into semantic-web showcases?
Answers to these questions are critical and require innovative solutions.

5.1

Enhanced Automatic Web-Page Annotation

The ideas proposed here largely depend on how accurately an annotation system binds data to the
concepts defined in annotation ontologies. Since our annotation is based on extraction ontologies,
results depend, and only depend, on our ability to correctly extract information. For measuring
success, we can therefore apply the traditional information extraction evaluation metrics, precision
and recall. Our past experience shows that in general with nearly 20 domains that contain in total
over 200 different concepts, our extraction engine typically achieves at least 80% accuracy for both
precision and recall for most concepts. For over half of the domains, the precision and recall values
are above 90% [DEG].
Although these results may already allow us to be reasonably successful, we wish to further
improve accuracy. We thus propose an enhanced semantic-annotation architecture. In this architecture, we first run the conceptual annotator we have described in Section 3. We then take the
results and use them to generate a layout-based extraction wrapper specific to the page. Since this
layout-based wrapper will identify the patterns on the page, it will be able to extract information
our ontology-based extractor may miss (improving recall), and it will be able to discard information
our ontology-based extractor erroneously extracts (improving precision).
We have already experimented with techniques for determining layout-based patterns for pages
when the data of interest is contained in simple tables [ETL05], and we have begun to work with
complex tables when so-called sibling pages allow us to compare tables from the same site [TE06].
In our proposed research, we intend (1) to turn these pattern recognizers into layout-based wrappers
and (2) to extend them for semi-structured, patterned data beyond just tables. We should be able,
for example, to learn patterns in the Online Athens and City Weekly web pages in Figure 1. The
Athens page is a table, but even within the Description cell, we should be able to determine the
pattern that the contact telephone number is at the end, and we should be able to typically find
the beginning and ending of the list of features. Thus, we should be able to extract, for example,
ext cab, camper shell, and bed liner even if we hadn’t encoded these as features in our extraction
ontology.
Although we generate layout-based wrappers, which are site-specific, we are still able to maintain
resiliency.5 When we encounter a new page, we use our less accurate ontology-based conceptual
annotator, which is resilient, to initially annotate the page and then generate our layout-based
extraction wrapper. This is especially helpful when there are many pages from the same site to
which we can apply our generated extraction wrapper.
Much of the data, indeed most of the data, on the web is behind forms, on the so-called hidden
web [IGS01]. In an effort to extract data from the hidden web, we have done work which attempts
to extract all data behind forms from a particular site [CEL04] and attempts to fill in a form with
particular information to obtain only the data requested in a query [LESY02]. Both efforts were
largely successful, and we can use these techniques to obtain and annotate information not only
from the surface web, but from the hidden web as well.
5

Web pages change often, both in terms of current content and physical layout. If such changes break the
underlying automatic annotator, someone (or something) will have to work to maintain the annotation system, and
such an approach will ultimately fail to scale [LMK03]. Our approach is resilient to web page layout changes, and
thus we minimize the need for wrapper maintenance in the information-extraction layer of the system.

5.2

Semi-automatic Extraction-Ontology Generation

Although creating hand-crafted extraction ontologies is often seen as a disadvantage of our approach, we point out that students have been able to use the declarative-based tools we have
developed to hand-craft extraction ontologies of the size we are considering in a few dozen person hours. Encoding knowledge always requires some work—whether it is tagging a corpus for
machine learning, fine-tuning machine-learned processes, declarative programming, or procedural
programming. Nevertheless, in an effort to reduce the work involved and to gain further insight
into extraction-ontology creation, we intend to pursue several ideas for semi-automatic extractionontology generation.
Component Library Construction. A library of reusable components, especially reusable components for data frames, would go a long way toward mitigating the effort required to construct
extraction ontologies. Many data items appear in multiple applications—date, time, currency,
weights, measures, and many more. Off-the-shelf instance recognizers should be readily available in a library. In a similar vein, simple operators—such as less-than or greater-than
comparison operators, max and min operators, averages and totals, and distance and amount
computations—all appear in many applications. Thus, it would also be useful to provide
a library of these operators along with standard keywords and keyword phrases that indicate the need for these operators. For some applications, the keywords and keyword phrases
would need to be tailored: “newer than a 2005” works for car-sale queries as an indicator that
“> Y ear” applies, but not for queries about published articles where “after 2005” would be a
more appropriate phrase. Tailoring ready-made data-frame operators should be considerably
easier than defining from scratch new operators with all their associated indicative keywords
and keyword phrases. Finally, since lists—such as lists of car makes and models, cities and
countries, movie titles, and university names—all exist on the web, we can easily turn these
lists into a library of lexicons usable by data frames.
By-Example Generation. We have experimented with a by-example approach that semi-automatically generates extraction ontologies [Zho05]. The by-example system provides users
with an intuitive interface through which they can present to the system a small number
of sample web pages in the domain of interest. The by-example system interface first helps
users define the concepts of interest and their inter-relationships by having them design an
ordinary form into which the data of interest can be placed. Users then fill in the form
by drag-and-drop from the chosen sample web pages. In an attempt to select appropriate
data frames for individual data items in the filled-in form, the by-example system invokes
instance recognizers from a library of potentially useful data frames. It then evaluates those
that apply and selects the best one. To further tailor chosen data-frame recognizers, the
by-example system looks for common context for the data instances in a set of sample web
pages. Although further tailoring is often necessary for some data items, the by-example
system can generate the conceptual structure for the extraction ontology, can assemble dataframe recognizers for common types of data found in the data-frame library, and can provide
the basis for constructing instance recognizers for the remaining data items.
Incremental, On-the-fly Enhancement. We expect our extraction ontologies to improve themselves as they operate. As described above in our discussion about generating layout patterns,
we expect to be able to recognize instance values beyond those already cataloged in lexicons.
Once recognized, the extraction ontology can incorporate these instances into an updated lexicon. Further, if the recognizer for the additional values is a regular expression (rather than a

lexicon), we can still add the instance so that it will be recognized in another invocation of the
extraction ontology, but then the system should also alert developers so that they can adjust
the regular expression. We also expect to be able to recognize and incorporate additional
concepts. For example, if for a standard, relational-DB-like table the system recognizes all
but one column of data, it can infer that the column represents a missing concept. Using
the column header as the concept name and the relationships across the rows as a guide to
where the concept belongs in the extraction ontology, it can update the ontology by adding
the additional concept. It can also initiate an instance recognizer by populating an initial
lexicon for data values with those found in the table’s column. In related research [TEL+ 05],
we have already begun to experiment with these ideas. The work reported in [EXD04] and
[XE06] is also related and would, in addition, assist us in being able to form new ontological
concepts by splitting and merging columns in standard, DB-like tables.

5.3

Enhanced Query Interpretation

We have recently been able to obtain some initial results for IE-based query conversion [Vic06].
Four subjects each provided five queries on five domains (car ads, real estate, countries, movies, and
diamonds) for a total of 100 queries. The recall for identifying concept values to be returned was
89% and for correctly generating conditions was 75% while the corresponding precision values were
respectively 89% and 88%. Overall, the system interpreted 47% of the queries with perfect accuracy
while interpreting an additional 49% with partial accuracy. These results are not good enough if
we expect to succeed in our efforts. In a recent related effort [AME07] in which we attempted to
recognize constraints in free-form service requests and to then formally represent them in terms
of predicate calculus, we have been able to achieve 98% recall for predicates and 95% recall for
predicate arguments with nearly 100% precision for both. We thus see that for some domains with
well tuned extraction ontologies, we may be able to achieve the accuracy we need.
In addition to improving the accuracy of extraction ontologies, as discussed in the previous
two subsections, a question we expect to explore as part of this research is is whether a hybrid
system that also uses NLP techniques will increase the generality of our approach. For this hybrid
approach, we propose three-pronged parsing of free-form queries: Keyword/Instance Matching,
Shallow Parsing, and Full Parsing. All three are useful because each targets a different level of
understanding and thus admits a different level of robustness in processing linguistic content.6
Keyword/Instance Matching. An extraction ontology provides this level of processing. It tokenizes incoming text, identifies lexical items that match a predefined set of keywords or
instance declarations, and uses these matches to identify objects and their properties.
Shallow Parsing. This level of processing tokenizes an input query, categorizes the words for part
of speech and extralinguistic content (e.g. dollar signs), combines words into phrasal chunks,
and then categorizes the phrasal chunks (e.g. for their status as named entities). Current research in shallow parsing also involves labeling the chunks for thematic information based on
subcategorization specifications, contextual information, and lexical features. Machine learning approaches such as exemplar-based chunking [ZST00] are currently profitably performing
this type of language processing. Our experience in exemplar-based approaches to language
[SLP02] including shallow parsing leads us to expect that adding this level of processing will
yield noticeable improvement over simple keyword and instance matching.
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Full Parsing. This level of processing uses a symbolic, rule-based parser to process grammatical
input and describe its structure. For this project we will investigate two possible robust
full-parsing solutions. The first involves the link grammar parser [ST93] which, for free-form
queries, assures more robust and timely performance than other, more traditional parsers on
highly ill-formed text [LSK03]. The second involves using a statistical-based parser [KM03]
that handles grammatical input more gracefully.
A user query would undergo treatment by all three levels of processing. The system would
compare results and would select and combine results to improve free-form query translation. We
have had some success combining keyword/instance matching and full parsing in work we have
done for processing web-based clinical trials [LTPE06, LTPE07]. In this work we extract semantic
information from specifications for participation in clinical trials. These specifications are partly
semi-structured, but mostly free-form text reflecting eligibility criteria for potential participants.
The system processes clinical-trial participation specifications and matches the criteria against
medical data in patient records. The results are encouraging, but they also underscore the need to
further investigate the coupling among the three approaches to obtain better results.

5.4

Semantic-Web Showcases

Perhaps a main reason for the obscurity of the semantic web is the lack of simple and yet exciting
showcases. We propose two: ASpaces (Active Semantic Spaces) and DFT (the Distributed Family
Tree for genealogy). For both, we enhance the possibility of acceptance by the semantic-web
community by adhering to web standards—RDF for a data store, OWL for ontology representation,
and SPARQL for the underlying query language.
Active Semantic Spaces7
In an ASpace environment, every participating user has an individual ASpace. The active
component of an ASpace is a software agent. In an ASpace (1) ontologies provide formal knowledge
for ASpace agents enabling them to communicate with both human users and other ASpace agents;
(2) semantic authoring and annotation methods allow users to create and/or annotate knowledge
of interest; (3) free-form interaction allows users to communicate with and present requests to their
ASpace agents; (4) ASpace agents communicate with each other through generated formal queries
when they know they share access to the ontologies needed for the particular communication, or
they communicate through free-form requests when they are attempting to communicate without
knowing they have access to the same ontologies.
To bootstrap the ASpace environment, we will provide a library of several extraction ontologies,
which users may select and tailor to their own interests.8 Since we cannot expect to provide all
needed ontologies, we focus on a few ontologies covering self information (e.g. the information often
found on personal homepages) and personal interests (e.g. hobbies, avocations, skills, interests).
Our initial selling point will be to allow users to annotate personal information and personal blogs
and use their ASpace agents to find other ASpace agents with common interests—i.e. to be proactive
in search of blogging partners.
Genealogy—The Distributed Family Tree9
The web offers a large selection of resources for the modern genealogist. These resources
include private and public databases of records and research results (e.g. [www.ancestry.com]
7

We have sketched out our ideas for ASpaces in a vision paper [DDE+ 06], which is available on-line [DEG].
We do not provide large ontologies because our experience [LDEM02, Din03] and the experience of others (e.g.
[Ren06]) help us to understand that this approach will not likely work. Instead, we provide multiple small ontologies.
9
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and [www.familysearch.org]); family websites with pedigree charts, anecdotes, and photos (e.g.
[www.tribalpages.com]); genealogy wikis for collaboration (e.g. [www.rodovid.org]); and much
more. To give a rough indication of the breadth of information available, Cyndis List, the premiere directory of genealogical websites, lists over a quarter of a million verified and categorized
links [www.cyndislist.com]. Likewise, WeRelate.org, which hosts a specialized crawler and offers a
specialized search engine for internet genealogy, boasts an index of over six million web pages from
more than 1.3 million unique sources [www.werelate.org].
Our proposal is to (1) annotate on-line genealogical data, (2) convert it into semantic-web
data, and (3) make it both searchable and mergeable by software agents working on behalf of their
owners, who communicate with their agents by making free-form requests. The vision we have is
of a Distributed Family Tree (DFT), an open network of genealogical data and metadata that is
scalable, extensible, standards-based, and machine-understandable. We plan to establish the DFT
as follows. (1) Provide an RDF-based data model that supports genealogical data, provenance,
and trust information. (2) Create a simple protocol for communication (potentially one based on
the ideas of triple space computing [RMRD+ 06]). (3) Use data-extraction ontologies (enhanced as
explained in this proposal) to access and annotate data and populate nodes within the DFT.10 (4)
Support free-form queries (developed as explained in this proposal) for human-agent communication
and for directly querying the DFT. (5) Provide the semantic-web basis for the DFT, which naturally
supports reasoning about genealogical data.11

6

Experimental Evaluation

The success of our research will depend largely on whether we can successfully build and integrate
four subcomponents of the research. We must (1) appropriately facilitate the creation extraction
ontologies; (2) correctly and completely annotate web pages with respect to ontological specifications; (3) correctly select the most relevant ontologies for user queries; (4) correctly translate
free-form queries and produce answers to user queries.
Evaluating item (1) is difficult because we must try to answer the question, can users create extraction ontologies better with the semi-automatic, by-example system than only with the
declarative-tools system? This involves empirical evaluation of user work, which is difficult. We
have experience with this type of evaluation (e.g. [AME07]). Further, we have built [ENS84], and
we are currently building [Lia06] tools that operate in the background recording and timestamping
all user actions. We intend to use these types of tools as well as standard subjective measures
to evaluate whether our proposed semi-automatic, by-example extraction-ontology generation tool
can successfully help users better create extraction ontologies.
Evaluating item (2) involves metrics for scoring how good the match is between data-rich
semantic content on a web page and our store of information-extraction ontologies. This evaluation
will be similar to the evaluation work we have done using precision/recall measures for record
10

We are in a better position than most to gain direct access to this information. Besides publicly available data
accessible through Cyndi’s list, two of the largest private providers of on-line genealogical information (Ancestry.com
and OneGreatFamily.com) are adjacent to the BYU campus; the most successful crawler for genealogical information
(WeRelate.org) is owned and operated by a BYU graduate and former member of our research group; and the
largest church-owned collection of on-line genealogical information (FamilySearch.org) is owned by BYU’s sponsoring
organization (The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints). Furthermore, the BYU Computer Science Department
sponsors the annual Family History Technology Conference [www.fht.byu.edu], now in its 7th year, which is regularly
attended by representatives of these organizations.
11
Although not part of this proposal, others wish to use the DFT to reason about and automatically resolve
record-linkage questions that naturally arise in genealogical research.

boundary detection [EJN99, WE04], rating ontology matching success [ENX01], and scoring the
correctness and completeness of ontology concept alignment [EJX02, XE06].
Evaluating item (3) is largely the same as evaluating item (2) except that we are processing
queries with respect to extraction ontologies rather than web pages. Since the system will not
know in advance which extraction ontology to use, however, we also need to be concerned about
the added step of locating in a library of ontologies the relevant ontologies for the query. Thus,
the added step of finding the right ontology should also be evaluated. We will likely use standard
machine learning techniques and metrics to ascertain and discriminate among the possibilities.
Evaluating item (4) is a matter of following long-standing conventions for natural-language
query evaluation as reported in some old, but excellent surveys [CJ90, ART95] and in more recent
publications (e.g. [PEK03, MMP04, Rus04, LYJ06]). We are familiar with the relevant formats,
tools, and literature [LTPE06, AME07]. In particular, as we add shallow parsing and full parsing
to our keyword/instance matching, we will build on our prior evaluations of work in resolving word
sense [LR01], syntactic [ML04], and semantic [RL01] ambiguities using symbolic [Lon00], exemplarbased [Jon96, SLP02], and hybrid [LM04] architectures. We expect to be able to show incremental
and overall performance of the system in terms of precision/recall measures.

7

Research Plan

We plan to carry out the proposed research with a team consisting of the faculty PI and co-PI’s, one
PhD student, two master’s students, and two undergraduate students. The PhD student would be
responsible for developing some and integrating all of the components of the project. The particular
components to be developed by the PhD student include the enhanced annotation architecture, the
semi-automatic extraction-ontology generation, and the ASpaces showcase. One of the master’s
students (a computer science student) would be responsible for the development of the DFT showcase, and the other master’s student (a computational linguistics student) would be responsible for
finding innovative ways to enhance query translation by integrating keyword/instance matching
with shallow and full parsing. One undergraduate student would join the research group after the
first year and would help populate, fine-tune, and evaluate the DFT showcase. Another undergraduate would join the research group in the last year and would assist in carrying out the evaluation
of the proposed system.
Figure 8 shows a work breakdown structure and Gantt chart of the activities we need to carry out
in order to be successful. This includes six major development activities followed by an integration
and evaluation activity.

8

Expected Significance

The intellectual merit and broader impact of the proposed work have the potential to make a
significant difference both as a practical means to begin to realize the dream of the semantic web
and as a way to give society some useful semantic-web content that is both of interest and of
potential benefit.

8.1

Intellectual Merit

Beyond the research we have already accomplished, our proposed system makes five major contributions.

Figure 8: Project Schedule: Work Breakdown Structure and Gantt Chart.
1. The proposed research provides an innovative way to increase accuracy of automated annotation. The two-level architecture we propose retains the property of resiliency, while at the
same time promises increased accuracy through automatic discovery of data-layout patterns.
2. The proposed research includes a way to do on-the-fly ontology enhancement. The two-level
architecture that increases accuracy also has the ability to update lexicons and alert developers
to a need to update regular expressions to provide for greater coverage of instances. When
tables present data being annotated, the architecture also has a way to recognize new concepts
and to recognize how these concepts fit into the current ontology. It therefore has the ability
to evolve ontologies as it operates.
3. The proposed research provides for semi-automatic extraction-ontology development. The
interface of our proposed by-example approach supports development of the structural as
well as the instance-recognition components of an extraction ontology.
4. The proposed research gives web users a means for querying semantic-web content in a simple
way. Queries can be totally free-form—telegraphic, query-language like, or natural language.
5. The proposed research leads to an investigation of the potentially fruitful area of hybrid
natural-language query processing in the context of a known ontology. Each of keyword/instance

recognition, shallow parsing, and full parsing appears to have a contribution to make. Potentially, their interaction can yield more than the sum of their respective parts.

8.2

Broader Impact

We have developed this project with an eye toward broadening its impact on society. Our semanticweb showcases are, by themselves, likely to have a significant impact. If they also serve to initiate
general semantic-web development and usage, their impact will be significant. The project is also
intellectually stimulating and will serve to develop the individual members of the research group
as well as others who may be influenced the group’s outreach activities.
Research Group Constituents. Our team of faculty members has complementary expertise in
the underlying theory and technology supporting this project. We represent three different
colleges and departments (Computer Science, Information Systems, and Linguistics), and we
have collaborated in various combinations for many years. Our team of students has always
been diverse. It currently includes four PhD students—two from China (one female) and two
from Syria (one female)—and three master’s students—one from China and two from the US
(one female). Undergraduate students are often part of our group—sometimes doing honor’s
theses and sometimes taking advantage of undergraduate research opportunities to build their
resumes for graduate school.
Outreach/Recruiting Activities. Our research group has published and continues to publish
their results in conferences, workshops, and scientific journals. We have recruited and plan to
continue to recruit individuals from under-represented groups. In addition to continuing our
regular recruiting, we point out that we have a strong advantage for recruiting women, who,
as research has pointed out [Sch99], tend to be more application oriented. Our showcases,
in particular, should provide extra incentive for women. Indeed, our group’s most recent
thesis proposal [Woo06] by a female master’s student was motivated by a desire to apply
our techniques to genealogical applications. We plan to point out this advantage in a special
effort to recruit women.
Benefit to Society. The vision for the semantic web is compelling and highly ambitious and really could benefit humankind in a significant way—if it could be developed. But there are
significant challenges to overcome before we can deliver the promise of this vision. The research proposed here has the potential to excite users about the semantic web. The showcases
should provide incentive and are likely to be useful in any case. To the extent that they can
help jump-start a move by ordinary users to a desire for greater semantic-web content and
query capabilities, our fundamental research can provide the basis for making this desire a
reality.
To realize these benefits to society, many component parts must be put in place. Over the years,
we have done the research necessary to discover and make practical several of these component parts.
We see this research as the capstone of these efforts where these developed component parts and
those to be developed as explained in this proposal can come together in an integrated, fruitful
whole.
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